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Abstract: Accurate cost and time estimation of a query is one of the major success indicators for database management
systems. SQL allows the expression of flexible queries on text-formatted data. The LIKE operator is used to search for a
specified pattern (e.g., LIKE “luck%”) in a string database. It is vital to estimate the selectivity of such flexible predicates
for the query optimizer to choose an efficient execution plan. In this paper, we study the problem of estimating the
selectivity of a LIKE query predicate over a bag of strings. We propose a new type of pattern-based histogram structure
to summarize the data distribution in a particular column. More specifically, we first mine sequential patterns over a
given string database and then construct a special histogram out of the mined patterns. During query optimization time,
pattern-based histograms are exploited to estimate the selectivity of a LIKE predicate. The experimental results on a
real dataset from DBLP show that the proposed technique outperforms the state of the art for generic LIKE queries like
%s1 %s2 %...%sn % where si represents one or more characters. What is more, the proposed histogram structure requires
more than two orders of magnitude smaller memory space, and the estimation time is almost an order of magnitude less
in comparison to the state of the art.
Key words: Selectivity estimation, histograms, data management, sequence mining

1. Introduction
One of the key reasons for the success of relational database management systems is their advanced query
optimization capabilities. The query optimizer explores all or a subset of possible execution plan alternatives
and determines the most efficient way to execute a given query. With the explosion of the Internet and textbased data, the role of the query optimizer is even more critical to efficiently query the huge amounts of textual
data. A commonly observed property of such datasets is that they are often unclean and contain misspellings,
typographical errors, etc. Hence, rather than exact equality string predicates, often, flexible patterns are
preferred to search in such textual data piles. SQL provides the LIKE operator to enable approximate string
searches. As an example, consider a table in a database that stores customer records such as name, age, salary,
etc. Suppose a user wants to retrieve all information about customers whose first names start with the substring
“Lucia”. In SQL, such a query is expressed as follows: SELECT * FROM CUSTOMERS WHERE name LIKE
‘Lucia%’.
In query optimization, accurate and efficient predicate selectivity estimation with low cost (i.e. time and
memory consumption) is instrumental to produce an optimized query execution plan. In this paper, we study
the problem of estimating the selectivity of queries with LIKE predicates. In order to estimate the selectivity
of wildcard predicates, various techniques (e.g., [1–4]) have been proposed in the literature. These techniques
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build summary structures to estimate the frequencies of string predicates. They usually process large sets of
rows ids for each input query. Hence, these techniques may not perform well for generic LIKE queries that have
the form %s1 %s2 %...%sn % where si represents one or more characters.
In this paper, we propose a new type of pattern-based histogram structure. More specifically, we first mine
sequential patterns from the corresponding text column offline before query time. Then we build a histogram
structure out of the discovered sequential patterns and store it in the database catalog as part of column
statistics. During query time, we search for a given LIKE predicate pattern in a query in the precomputed
histogram, and accordingly, we come up with a selectivity estimation. The algorithm that we propose is called
SPH (i.e. Sequential Pattern-based Histogram). Figure 1 summarizes the SPH approach. Part I demonstrates
the steps that are performed before query time, possibly during statistics gathering time, and Part II shows the
steps that take place online during query time.
We comprehensively evaluate our method on a real dataset from DBLP. Our results show that SPH
dramatically outperforms the state of the art approach (i.e. LBS [2]) for queries with generic LIKE patterns in
terms of estimation accuracy. Moreover, SPH requires two orders of magnitude less space both in memory and in
the database catalog, which may be critical given that there may be millions of columns in a typical production
database of a business. Besides, the selectivity estimation time of SPH is almost an order of magnitude less in
comparison to the state of the art.
Our primary contributions in this part of our work is as follows:
• We propose a new frequent sequence pattern-based histogram structure that requires significantly less
space than the index structure used in the state-of-the-art approach [2].
• Using the above histogram structure, we develop a LIKE query selectivity estimation technique that is
over an order of magnitude more accurate than the state of the art for generic LIKE queries. Besides, for
more specific LIKE queries, the accuracies are comparable. Meanwhile, the proposed technique requires
dramatically less time and space during query optimization time.
• We generate different groups of test queries, and on a real dataset we comprehensively evaluate the
accuracy, running time, and space overhead of the proposed technique in comparison to the state of the
art.
The experimental results on a real dataset from DBLP show that:
• SPH outperforms the state of the art for generic LIKE queries like %s1 %s2 %...%sn % , where si represents
one or more characters, by a significant margin (i.e. around 1200% on a mixed workload).
• The proposed histogram structure requires more than two orders of magnitude smaller memory space.
• The selectivity estimation time is almost an order of magnitude less in comparison to the state of the art.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we discuss the related work. Section 3
describes the construction of pattern-based histograms. In Section 4, we discuss the selectivity estimation
algorithm using the proposed histograms. Section 5 presents the experimental results on a real dataset. Section
6 proposes some directions for future work, and we conclude in Section 7.
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Figure 1. A high-level overview of SPH.

2. Related work
In query optimization, the estimation of selectivities for query predicates is required to predict the cost of
possible alternative execution plans for a given query. Thus, the selectivity estimation of LIKE predicates in
SQL queries has been studied extensively in the literature [1, 3, 5]. Suffix trees have been often used as a data
structure for approximate string matching. For efficient storing and searching suffix trees on disk, Ferragina
and Grossi [6] proposed the String B-tree. Krishnan et al. [1] employed pruned suffix trees to structure the
text-based data in databases. Their proposed algorithm, KVI, assumes independence of substrings. To alleviate
the problems due to this assumption, Jagadish et al. [4] proposed the MO algorithm, which is based on the
Markov assumption and the concept of maximally overlapping substrings. Chaudhuri et al. [5] observed that
MO often underestimates, and they introduced the CRT algorithm based on the Short Identifying Substring
(SIS) assumption.
Histogram structure has been widely used to estimate the selectivity of different data types. To this end,
several types of histograms are proposed in the literature. To et al. [7] used entropy-based histograms to estimate
the selectivity of queries. They offered three algorithms (ME, MSE and, MB), which are based on information
entropy, to build the histograms. Poosala et al. [8] offered equi-width and equi-height histogram structures based
on different partitioning rules. Jagadish et al. [9] proposed optimal histograms. They developed algorithms that
compute optimal bucket boundaries for the histograms. They showed that optimal histograms provide lower
estimation error than regular histograms. In another study [10], wavelet-based histograms were exploited for
selectivity estimation. These types of histograms provide more accurate results in comparison to the equi-width
and equi-height histograms. Muralikrishna and DeWitt [11] proposed an algorithm to build multidimensional
histograms to estimate the selectivity of multidimensional queries. The offered algorithm decreases the cost
of the histogram building phase. Jin and Li [12] proposed SEPIA, which estimates the selectivity of string
predicates based on edit distance. The edit distance between given two strings is the minimum number of
edit operations (insert, delete, and substitute) to transform one string into the other one. The essence of their
approach is to group strings in a database column into clusters and construct a separate histogram structure for
each cluster. Then the selectivity of a LIKE query is estimated by using edit distance. Likewise, edit distance
is used as a similarity function in [13–16] in the context of approximate string matching and set similarity joins.
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Lee et al. [2] also used edit distance to find the similarity between a given query and a bag of strings.
They proposed two algorithms, MOF and LBS, which are based on information stored in an N-gram table. MOF
extends from the authors’ similar earlier work [17] and employs q-grams. More specifically, it finds all minimal
base-substrings of an input string and stores them in the N-gram table. Then MO is used to compute the
selectivity of the string in a LIKE predicate. LBS is an extended version of MOF. It assigns a signature to each
minimal base-substring and uses the N-gram table in combination with MO to estimate the selectivity of each
minimal base-substring. Then, by applying set union and intersection operations on signatures, it computes the
selectivity of a predicate string. Kim et al. [18] used a similar technique to estimate the selectivity of a string
query. That is, they used inverted-gram indices to estimate the selectivity of q-grams. Similar to LBS, they
assign a signature to the substrings, which are created through random permutations of row ids. Since this
technique is very similar to LBS, and they both have almost the same results, we consider the LBS algorithm
as the representative state-of-the-art approach and compare our approach to LBS experimentally in Section 5.
Furthermore, approximate string matching is also popular in spatial database research. As an example,
Yao et al. [19] used MHRtree to efficiently answer approximate string matching queries in large spatial databases.
Their technique is based on the min-wise signature and the linear hashing technique, which is also used in LBS,
as well.
3. Pattern-based string histogram construction
In this section, we discuss our histogram construction process. We first present the sequential pattern mining
step. It is followed by the compilation of a histogram out of the mined patterns.
3.1. Mining sequential patterns
Sequence pattern mining was first proposed by Agrawal and Srikant [20]. With its introduction, it became
popular in data mining, and it has a broad area of applications such as discovering patterns in DNA to reveal
protein-coding regions, stock market analysis, and web log click stream analysis. Sequence pattern mining is
concerned with finding statistically relevant patterns in a dataset where the values are organized in a sequence.
The problem of sequence pattern mining is defined as follows:
Def’n (Sequence Pattern Mining): Find all sequences whose frequencies are greater than or equal to
a given threshold, min-sup, in a sequence database.
Table 1. An example sequence database.

Sequence id
1
2
3
4

Sequence
ACCBADE
BBECABAB
CAABCBEA
DABAACBCE

Example. Consider the database shown in Table 1, which has four sequences. Assume that the min-sup threshold
is 3. Then the complete set of the frequent sequences and their corresponding frequencies are as follows: {AAB:3,
CB:4, CBA:3, ABB:3, BCB:3, BE:4, AAE:3, BBE:3, CCE:3, ACBE:3, ABA:4, A:4, AA:4,AB:4, AC:3, ACB:3,
B:4, BA:4, BB:3, BC:3, C:4, CA:4, CC:3}.
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For large datasets, mining all possible patterns is not considered effective due to the enormous number
of possible patterns. Instead, mining a special subset of patterns whose frequency is greater than all of its
super-patterns is often preferred over mining the full set of patterns. Such patterns are called closed patterns.
Several approaches [21–24] have been proposed to mine only closed patterns and leave the others. As part of our
proposed method, any existing sequence pattern mining technique may be employed. In this paper, we choose
to use the BIDE algorithm [25], as it manages to avoid a candidate maintenance step during pattern mining.
Hence, it spends less memory and runs faster than the other competitors.
Def’n (Frequent Closed Sequence): Assume that Sa and Sb are two sequences. If sequence Sb
contains sequence Sa , then Sb is a supersequence of Sa . If a sequence is frequent and has no supersequence
with the same frequency, then it is called a frequent closed sequence.
BIDE first scans the database once to find all frequent sequences of length 1 (i.e. a letter), and then it
builds a pseudo-projected database for each frequent letter. It uses each frequent letter as a prefix and employs a
back-scan pruning method to speed up the mining. Furthermore, it uses a backward-extension pruning method
to narrow down the search space. Then it applies the same procedure for the newly discovered frequent sequences
that have length greater than 1.
Example. Consider the database shown in Table 1 with four rows. Assume that the minimum support threshold
is 3. The complete set of the frequent closed sequences is {AAB:3, CB:4, CBA:3, ABB:3, BCB:3, BE:4, AAE:3,
BBE:3, CCE:3, ACBE:3, ABA:4}. Note that there are 11 unique frequent closed sequences. In comparison,
regular sequence mining produces 23 patterns as shown in the previous example.
3.2. Histogram construction
Histograms are widely used to represent the data distribution in a database column. Database systems use
histograms to summarize skewed data stored in a column, and subsequently provide result size estimates for
queries.
Frequency, height-balanced, and hybrid types of histograms are widely used. In a frequency histogram,
each distinct column value corresponds to a single bucket of a histogram. In a height-balanced histogram, each
bucket contains the same number of rows. A hybrid histogram combines characteristics of both height-based
and frequency histogram. That is, it distributes values so that no value occupies more than one bucket, and it
stores the frequency value for each endpoint in the histogram. Usually, the number of distinct values (NDV)
and the distribution of data determine the type of the histogram to be used. If the NDV in a column is at
most the number of available buckets (usually a user-determined parameter), then frequency histograms are
preferred. Otherwise, height-balanced or hybrid histograms are preferred.
From this point on, for brevity, we discuss the construction and use of only hybrid histograms. The
discussed methods directly apply to the other types of histograms as well with no or minimal modification. In
order to build a histogram out of the mined sequence patterns, we first sort the patterns. Then the capacity of
each bucket is determined. That is, the cumulative total frequency of patterns is considered as the total number
of rows. In order to compute bucket capacity, the total number of rows is divided by the number of buckets
that the histogram is allowed to have. Let the bucket capacity be C. In the next step, bucket endpoints are
determined. To this end, the sorted pattern list is traversed starting from the first one while keeping a running
sum S of pattern frequencies. Whenever S ≥ n * C where n is an integer with initial value n = 1, we set that
particular pattern as the bucket endpoint and update n’s value as n = floor(S/C) + 1 (floor of a real number n
returns the largest integer that is smaller than n). Then we continue the same process until the number of the
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determined histogram endpoints becomes equal to the total number of buckets allowed for the histogram or all
the patterns are consumed. We give an example.
Example. Consider the set of closed sequence patterns that are mined with minimum support threshold 3 from
the string database in Table 1: {AAB:3, CB:4, CBA:3, ABB:3, BCB:3, BE:4, AAE:3, BBE:3, CCE:3, ACBE:3,
ABA:4}. Assume that the specified number of buckets is 4. Figure 2 shows the steps of histogram construction
out of this pattern set. In the first step, patterns are sorted in alphabetical order. Total frequency of patterns is
36. In step 2, the bucket capacity is determined as 36/4 buckets = 9. In step 3, the bucket endpoints are located
as described above. Step 4 shows the resulting histogram. The first column in this table lists the cumulative
frequency of all patterns in the sorted pattern list of step 1 up until the bucket endpoint value (i.e. a pattern).
Column 2 stores the bucket endpoint values, and column 3 keeps the corresponding individual frequency for each
bucket endpoint value in column 2.
Step 1
Sort patterns
AAB:
AAE :
ABA:
ABB:
ACBE:
BBE:
BCB:
BE:
CB:
CBA:
CCE:

3
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3

Step 2
Determine the capacity of each bucket:
Total N um ber of Rows:
Total Pattern Frequ ency = 3+3+4+3+…
= 36
Rows per bucket: 36 rows / 4 buckets = 9

Step 3

Step 4

Determine
bucket endpoints:

Store bucket endpoints
and their frequencies
in the d atabase c atalog

AAB:
AAE :
ABA:
ABB:
ACBE:
BBE:
BCB:
BE:
CB:
CBA:
CCE:

3
3
4
3
3
3
3
4
4
3
3

Endpoint
Nu mber
10
19
26
36

En dp oint
Value
A%B%A
B%B%E
C%B
C% C%E

En dpoint
Frequ enc
4y
3
4
3

Figure 2. Pattern-based histogram construction with bucket count 4.

Note that, in the histogram, bucket endpoint values have a ‘%’ symbol added between each letter of
the corresponding pattern. This symbol represents zero or more characters, as in SQL LIKE syntax. This
transformation is consistent with the semantics of a sequence pattern, since the consecutive letters in a pattern
may have other characters between them in each of the pattern’s occurrences in a database. Once a pattern-based
histogram is computed offline during database statistics gathering, it is stored in the database dictionary/catalog
to be later used during query optimization time for selectivity estimation.
4. Selectivity estimation
In this section, we discuss the details of estimating LIKE query selectivities using the pattern-based histograms.
Given a query with a LIKE predicate p, our algorithm visits all histogram buckets and check if there is any
bucket endpoint that ‘matches’ p. Here, there may be two different possible ways of matching between a
predicate p and bucket endpoint b: (i) p exactly matches b, or (ii) p is encapsulated in b. We next formally
define these matching types.
Def’n (Exact Match): If a LIKE predicate pattern p is exactly the same as the bucket endpoint b, then
p is considered to exactly match b.
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Example. Consider a LIKE query predicate pattern ‘A%B%C’. In order to have an exact match in a histogram,
the histogram must include ‘A%B%C’ as an endpoint value for a bucket.
Def’n (Encapsulated Match): Let a LIKE predicate pattern p have the form s1 s2 ….sn where each
si is either a regular character from the corresponding alphabet that forms the strings in the database or is a
wildcard character (i.e. % or _). For any pair of si , sj from p where i < j, if both si and sj are included in
a bucket endpoint b, and si comes before sj in b, then there is encapsulated match between p and b.
Example. Consider a LIKE query predicate pattern p = ‘A%B%C’. Then there is an encapsulated match
between p and any of the following histogram bucket endpoints: ‘ Si A%B%C Sj %’ or ‘ Si A% Sj B%C Sk ’, where
Si , Sj , and Sk represent one or more characters.
According to the type of the match between a LIKE predicate pattern p and histogram bucket endpoints,
we estimate the selectivity as follows:
• Exact match: If there is a histogram bucket endpoint b that matches p exactly, then the endpoint frequency
of b is set as the estimated number of rows that would match p in the database.
• Encapsulated match: If there is encapsulated match between p and a set B of histogram bucket endpoints,
then the average endpoint frequency of bucket endpoints in B is set as the estimated number of rows that
would match p in the database.
• No match: If there is no exact or encapsulated match between p and histogram bucket endpoints, then
the estimated selectivity of p is set to t% of the minimum support threshold where t is experimentally
determined based on the data. We experimented with 1%, 5%, 10%, 15%, and 20%, where 10% provides
the best accuracy. Hence, we consider t = 10 in this work.
Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for the above summarized approach. The first three lines represent
the histogram building phase. It first mines all frequent closed sequences in a given database and then builds a
histogram out of the mined patterns. The for loop from lines 4 to 10 checks the above three cases and sets the
estimated frequency for a LIKE query predicate pattern p. Finally, it returns the estimated frequency in line
11.
Algorithm 1 SPH
Require: A database D; An SQL LIKE predicate pattern p; Minimum support threshold minsup;
Ensure: The estimated frequency for p;
1: FCS=BIDE(D, minsup);
2: freq=0
3: hist=Histogram(FCS);
4: for each bucket b ∈ hist do
5:
if p exactly matches b then
6:
freq=endpoint_freq(b);
7:
else if p encapsulated|matches
a set B of bucket endpoints then
∑
8:
freq =( endpoint_freq(bi )) / |B| where bi ∈ B
9:
else
10:
freq= 0.1*minsup
11: return freq;
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Example. Consider the database D in Table 2 that contains 9 rows. With minimum support threshold 3, 1015
frequent closed patterns are mined from D. Let the specified bucket number be 10. Table 3 shows the resulting
pattern-based histogram constructed out of the mined sequence patterns.

Table 2. An example sequence database D.

Sequence id
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Sequence
ACDFECBAAECAEEABB
BBECAEBABBBBDCAE
CAADCBEACAADBE
DABAACBCECABBAE
AECCFBADEFDEDA
BABECABABABCBCE
CAABCFBEADEBAEBDE
DAFBAACABCEABD
ACECBAADEAEAEC

Table 3. Constructed pattern-based histogram for the database in Table 2.

Endpoint number
385
765
1147
1527
1909
2291
2676
3058
3440
3804

medskip
Endpoint value
A%A%E%A
A%B%A%E%A%B
A%C%B%A%B%B
A%D%B%E%E
B%A%A%A%C
B%B%E%A%B%D
B%E%C%A%E
C%A%C%E
C%B%E%C%E
D%E%B%A%E

Endpoint frequency
8
4
4
3
4
4
6
7
4
3

Exact match case: Assume that LIKE query predicate p is ‘C%A%C%E’. p exactly matches the 8th
bucket of the histogram. Hence, the estimated selectivity is 0.7 (i.e. 7/10, where 7 is the corresponding bucket
endpoint frequency and 10 is the number of rows in the database).
Encapsulated match case: Assume that p is ‘B%A%B’. There is an encapsulated match between p and
the 2nd, 3rd, and 6th bucket endpoints of the histogram. Hence, the average selectivity is 0.4 (i.e. (4+4+4)/3
= 4 is the average frequency of matching endpoints and it is then divided by the total number of rows in the
database: 4/10 = 0.4).
No match case: Assume that p is ‘D%A%D%E’. Since p does not match any bucket endpoint in the
histogram, the estimated frequency is set as 10% of the minimum support threshold (i.e. 0.3). Hence, the
estimated selectivity of the query is 0.03 (i.e. 0.3/10).
5. Experimental evaluation
In this section, we present an empirical evaluation of the proposed approach. All the tests are done on a Dell
R720 machine with 2x XEON E-5-2620v2 2.10 GHz CPU and 80 GB RAM.
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5.1. Dataset
We perform various experiments using the DBLP author dataset. The DBLP author dataset contains 800,000
rows with full author names. The average, minimum, and maximum lengths are 22.5, 18, and 60, respectively.
5.2. Test query set
In order to test the accuracy of selectivity estimation, we generate four distinct sets of queries with different
characteristics. There are 100 queries in each group, except that the fourth group contains 24 queries.
• The first group of test queries is constructed by following the same approach as described in the LBS
paper [2]. That is, it contains LIKE queries in the form of %w% and %w1 %w2 % where wi represents a
word with length between 5 and 12. To construct this query set, we randomly select one or two words
of length between 5 and 12 from the database and introduce 0 to 2 underscore characters (i.e. ‘_’) in
each word at random positions, where ‘_’ represents a wildcard that matches any single character. The
average, minimum, and maximum lengths for the query predicates in this group are 6.71, 5, and 17. The
average selectivity for the first group of queries is 4.77%.
• In the second group, we aim to generate more generic LIKE queries in the form of %s1 %s2 %.....%sn %
where si represents one or more characters. More specifically, we randomly get a row from the database,
and we draw a random number, k, between 3 and the length of the row. Then we randomly remove k
characters from the row and insert 2 to 8 ‘%’ symbols between the remaining characters. The average,
minimum, and maximum lengths for the query predicates in this group are 8.4, 3, and 16. The average
selectivity for the second group of queries is 2.67%. We give an example.
Example: Assume that the randomly chosen row is ‘LUCKRICIA’, the number of characters to be
removed is 4, and the number of % symbols to be inserted is 3. We first randomly remove 4 characters
from the string, and then the remaining characters are ‘LKRIC’. Then we randomly insert 3 ‘%’ symbols
between the remaining characters, and the final LIKE query is ‘L%KR%I%C’.
• As for the set of negative queries that do not return any matching rows, we generate queries in a manner
similar to the second group of queries, but with a low number of ‘%’ symbols. More specifically, instead of
2 to 8, we randomly insert 1 to 3 ‘%’ symbols. Out of 100 generated queries, 24 of them are truly negative
queries with 0 matching rows. Hence, this set, in its final form, contains 24 queries.
5.3. Evaluation metrics
In order to evaluate the accuracy of selectivity estimation, we employ two metrics. The first one is relative
error, which is defined as ftrue ∥f true − f est ∥/f true , where f true is the actual number of rows that should be
returned if the query is executed, and f est is the estimated cardinality. The second one is absolute error, which
is defined as |f est − f true | . In order to prevent the accuracy from being distorted by queries that have small
actual value, we exclude those queries with actual frequencies smaller than 10 following the same approach as
in [2]. For such queries and negative queries, to estimate the accuracy, we employ the absolute error metric.
This section presents our experimental results. In the first part, we evaluate different aspects of our
approach. In the second part, we compare our approach to the state of the art in terms of estimation accuracy,
query time, and space overhead.
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5.3.1. The effect of the minimum support threshold

Number of patterns
(thousands)

Minimum support threshold, during frequent sequence mining, directly affects the number of patterns in the
result set. When the minimum support threshold is too low, there would be an enormous number of frequent
closed sequences, which would take too much time and memory to compute. On the other hand, when the
minimum support threshold is too high, the average length of the frequent closed sequences quickly gets shorter,
which in turn negatively affects the selectivity estimation accuracy. In this experiment, our goal is to test the
effect of minimum support threshold on the total number of produced patterns and accuracy, and investigate
how high the minimum support could be without sacrificing estimation accuracy considerably. Figure 3 shows
the number of the frequent closed sequences for different minimum support values.
2.000

1.692

1.500
1.000

677
350

500

211

137

69

12

4.0

8.0

0
1.0

1.5

2.0
2.5
3.0
Minimum Support threshold (%)

Relative error (%)

Figure 3. The number of the frequent closed sequences for different min-sup values.
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1
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Minimum support threshold (%)
1st Group Queries
2nd Group Queries

2.5

3

3rd Group

Figure 4. Relative error for different minimum support thresholds values.

Observation 1. The number of the frequent closed sequences is decreasing significantly to the extent that even
1% change in the minimum support threshold leads to more than 4 times less frequent closed sequences.
For each minimum support threshold value, we mined the patterns and constructed a histogram based
on these patterns. Then, with the constructed histogram, we estimated the selectivity of test query predicates.
Figure 4 shows the average relative error for each minimum support threshold value. For all the histograms
constructed in this section, the number of buckets is kept constant as 2048 (the effect of different bucket number
choices is evaluated in a separate section).
Observation 2. Having a higher minimum support threshold leads to less frequent closed sequences but does
not have a significant effect on the relative error for the interval up until (and including) 2% . Besides, the
2% minimum support threshold case achieves a similar accuracy with about 5 times fewer patterns than the
1% minimum support threshold case. However, when the minimum support threshold becomes greater than 2%,
the relative error increases significantly. Hence, for the best accuracy/overhead ratio, 2% may be used as the
suggested threshold. If accuracy is the primary focus, then the min-sup value may be slightly decreased to 1.5%
while still saving on pattern mining performance, as the number of patterns decreases 2.5 times.
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In this work, we focus on accuracy. Thus, we use min-sup = 1.5% for the rest of the experiments.
5.3.2. The effect of the number of buckets
The number of buckets allowed in a histogram is an important setting for large production databases, as it
directly affects the utilization of database kernel cache and the system performance. Ideally, a lower number of
buckets is preferred for minimum space and time overhead. However, the accuracy may be hurt with histograms
that have a small number of buckets. In this section, we investigate the relationship between the number of
buckets allowed in a histogram and the accuracy of selectivity estimation. Figure 5 shows the relative error for
different numbers of buckets.
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Figure 5. Relative error for different numbers of buckets.

Observation 3. The increase in the number of buckets does not have a significant effect on the relative error.
However, if the number of buckets is smaller than 1024, the accuracy is affected to some extent. This is
consistent with the observed decrease in the number of exactly matched and encapsulated matched LIKE query
predicates when the bucket number is less than 1024. Hence, 1024 buckets seems to be a reasonable choice to
achieve good performance with minimal overhead on the database cache.
5.3.3. Running time and space overhead
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Figure 6. Build phase time at different minimum support
thresholds with 2048 buckets.
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In this section, we evaluate the running time and space overhead of the proposed approach. To this end, we
conduct two experiments. In the first experiment, we evaluate the time and space overhead for the offline
building phase (i.e. time to mine frequent closed sequences + build a histogram). Figures 6 and 13 show the
total build phase time and memory requirements, respectively.
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Figure 7.
rithms.
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Observation 4. Build phase imposes significant time and memory overhead, as shown in the above figures.
However, since build phase happens offline (before query time) and probably on a different server then the
production database, one may tolerate this overhead. Besides, as shown in the next section, the proposed
approach is still comparable to the state of the art in terms of build phase requirements.
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In the second experiment, we investigate the time and memory requirements for the online phase (i.e.
during query optimization time). Figure 8 shows the average query time for different numbers of buckets at
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Figure 8. The average query time for both query types
with varying numbers of buckets.
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a minimum support threshold of 1.5%. Figure 9 shows the memory requirements for the same experimental
setting.
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Figure 9. Space overhead for different numbers of buckets.

Observation 5. During query optimization, running time and memory (or catalog) space requirements of SPH
are quite low. Hence, it does not add much overhead to the current query optimizer processing.
5.4. Comparison to the state of art
The state-of-the-art technique in this field is [2]. In this section, we compare our technique (i.e. SPH) to LBS
in terms of selectivity estimation accuracy, running time, and memory overhead. Since the source code and test
queries are not provided to us by the authors of LBS, we had to implement LBS and the associated [2] and MO
[4] algorithms, as well as the algorithm to build the suffix tree [1] ourselves based on the provided details in the
corresponding papers. As a sanity check, we generate a test query set using the same approach as described in
the LBS paper, and our own implementation of LBS produced very similar accuracy results to those reported
in the original LBS paper. For SPH, we set the minimum support threshold as 1.5% and the allowed bucket
number as 2048.
5.4.1. Accuracy
In this section, we compare the accuracy of selectivity estimation for LBS and SPH. For LBS, we use the best
accuracy-providing settings as reported in the original paper. LBS sets the maximum length of the n-grams to
6 and uses first minima to get the best accuracy for LIKE queries. We run both algorithms on all three groups
of test queries. Figure 10 shows the relative error for both algorithms.
Observation 6. The LBS algorithm, to some extent, is superior to SPH for the 1st group queries, which have
the form %w% or %w1%w2%, where wi represents a word with length of at least 5. The difference between the
relative errors of LBS and SPH is not more than 23% for this group of queries. On the other hand, for the
more generic 2nd group of queries, which have the form %s1 %s2 %.....%si %, where si represents one or more
characters, SPH is over an order of magnitude more accurate than LBS. The difference between the relative
errors of LBS and SPH is more than 1900%. For the query set (3rd group of queries) that is a balanced mix
both categories of queries, SPH is greatly superior to LBS (by a margin of 1200%).
The reason why LBS fails greatly for more generic LIKE queries (i.e. 2nd and 3rd groups of queries) is
that LBS inherently assumes a relatively small number of row matches for base substrings. However, for group
2 and 3 queries, base substrings are shorter and may match the majority of rows in the database. In such cases,
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LBS’s signature computation scheme to estimate the size of the intersection of row ids for base substrings fails
with a large error rate.
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We next investigate the accuracy of LBS and SPH for negative queries. Figure 11 compares the absolute
errors of both approaches for the negative query set.
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Figure 10. Accuracy comparison of LBS and SPH.
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Figure 11. Absolute error for the negative query set for
SPH and LBS.

Observation 7. LBS and SPH provide comparable accuracy for the negative query set.
5.4.2. Space and time overhead
In this section, we compare the time and space overhead of both algorithms, LBS and SPH. We divide time and
space overhead of both algorithms into two separate parts. In the first, we compare time and space overhead of
the building phase for both algorithms (i.e. histogram building for SPH and N-gram table building for LBS).
Figures 12 and 13 compare time and space overhead of both algorithms, respectively, for the building phase.
In the second part, we measure time and space overhead during query optimization time for both algorithms.
Figures 14 and 15 compare time and space overhead of both algorithms, respectively, during query optimization
time.
Observation 8. For the offline part (i.e. the building phase), SPH is superior to LBS by a great margin. LBS
takes almost three times more time than SPH for the build phase.
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Figure 12. Build phase time overhead for SPH and LBS.
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Observation 9. SPH spends 4 times more memory during the building phase. Since this phase is offline and
takes place on a separate server than the production database, this memory overhead may still be tolerable.
During the build phase, SPH generates almost 700K closed frequent patterns, while LBS only generates about
94K n-grams when n ≤ 6. Also, as more efficient sequence pattern mining algorithms are developed, this
overhead may significantly decrease in the near future.
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Figure 13. Build phase space overhead for SPH and LBS.

Observation 10. During query optimization, SPH is more than 7 times faster than LBS.
Observation 11. During query optimization time, SPH requires two orders of magnitude less space than LBS.
SPH stores the endpoint number, endpoint value, and endpoint frequency values for each bucket in a histogram,
while LBS stores pruned suffix tree and all n-grams. Therefore, the histogram structure requires less space than
the n-gram table and the pruned suffix tree.
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Figure 14. Average query optimization phase time for
SPH and LBS.
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In this approach, we propose a new technique, SPH, to estimate the selectivity of LIKE query predicates
based on a novel summary structure called pattern-based histograms. We build a special histogram structure
on top of the sequence patterns extracted from a string database. Then we estimate the selectivity of a LIKE
query predicate by employing the histogram structure. We compare SPH to the state of the art and show that
it outperforms the state of the art in the accuracy of selectivity estimates for generic LIKE query predicates.
Furthermore, it also has significantly lower time and space overhead during query optimization time.
6. Conclusion and future work
In this paper, we propose a new technique, SPH, to estimate the selectivity of LIKE query predicates based on a
novel summary structure called pattern-based histograms. We build a special histogram structure on top of the
sequence patterns extracted from a string database. Then we estimate the selectivity of a LIKE query predicate
by employing the histogram structure. We compare SPH to the state of the art and show that it outperforms
the state of the art in the accuracy of selectivity estimates for generic LIKE query predicates. Furthermore, it
also has significantly lower time and space overhead during query optimization time.
The sequence patterns discovered by the state-of-the-art sequence mining algorithms do not distinguish
consecutive items that always appear together one after another from those items between which there may be
others in the database. For instance, let ABB be a frequent pattern discovered by a sequence mining algorithm.
It is not possible to figure out if A and B occur together with no other item in between in all the occurrences of
ABB in the database. As part of our future work, we plan to mine frequent closed sequences with their relative
positions. This may help us to find the selectivity estimation for more specialized LIKE query predicates such
as AB, where no characters are allowed between A and B.
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